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There was a note there, and the note said, "Greetings. You are in the Grand.
big

Canyon." They said., "In the Grand Canyon? Here with all these/mountains around.,

in a canyon? It just seems impossible," and indeed to anyone who had. not been

in that canyon and seen the tremendous size of it, it is just impossible to imagine

it a canyon. It is so vast that they say that if the White Mountains, if the

Presidential Range in the White Mountains of New Hampshire, one of the largest

ranges in the Eastern United States, were picked up from there and. carried out
down

and deposited/there in the Grand Canyon, the next morning people looking down

over them would.n1 t even know any change had taken place, so great are the moun

tains and cliffs and valleys and gorges down inside of that tremendous canyon.

t that's what the note said, "You are in the Grand. Canyon," and it was signed.

by Captain , their own captain, and if he were up there he could. see

what they couldn't possib].y see down here and he was a man of his word, and. he

said they were in the Grand Canyon, and so they believed it must be true, and

the note went on, and it said, "Stay where you are and. an effort will be made to

get a rescue party to you. Well, they were quite thrilled about that. A revel

tion from above. A communication telling them what they couldn't see down there

but one could see who was up above them and could see what was happening and one

whose word they could trust. Well, now that is a illustration, I think,

of divine revelation, of the revelation from the Word of God. Divine revelation

doesn't differ in quality from human revelation, only in greatness, in quantity,

in the fact that God's knowledge is so greater than ours and so I think that it

is worth noting also an illustration of human communication from one to another

in the same connection. Captain was there in the plane and. he looked.

clown and he could only see what a man could see from above there. He didn't

have the knowledge that God would have and. he looked down and he saw gorges and

valleys and the tremendous river below him, but he w no sign of man, and he

looked through his glasses and he could see the parachute, but no man and he

wondered, it possible that a man had survived all these dangers,
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